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Abstract
We explore the problem of budgeted machine learning,
in which the learning algorithm has free access to the train-
ing examples’ labels but has to pay for each attribute that is
specified. This learning model is appropriate in many areas,
including medical applications. We present new algorithms
for choosing which attributes to purchase of which exam-
ples in the budgeted learning model based on algorithms
for the multi-armed bandit problem. All of our approaches
outperformed the current state of the art. Furthermore, we
present a new means for selecting an example to purchase
after the attribute is selected, instead of selecting an exam-
ple uniformly at random, which is typically done. Our new
example selection method improved performance of all the
algorithms we tested, both ours and those in the literature.
1. Introduction
Approaches to typical machine learning applications
usually operate under the assumption that data are freely
available. That is, it is usually taken for granted that an
abundance of fully specified instances along with their la-
bels are available to build a classifier. However, in many
real-world applications, this assumption is far from real-
istic. Instead, collecting and specifying data may be very
time-consuming and costly.
A recent area in machine learning has attempted to ad-
dress the problem of learning in the absence of labels,
so-called active learning. Rather than a passive learner
that simply builds a hypothesis based on the available at-
tribute/label pairs, an active learner must also choose which
instances it wants some oracle to label. The efficacy of a
learning algorithm is measured by its label complexity—
howwell it can learn with the least number of label requests.
More recently, a new line of research called budgeted
learning [6, 11, 12] has focused on what may be considered
a dual of active learning. In budgeted learning, a learner
considers instances in which the labels are specified, but the
attributes are not. Instead, the learner purchases attributes
at some fixed cost subject to an overall budget. The diffi-
culty for the learner is to decide which attributes of which
instances will provide the best model from which to learn.
The original motivation for the budgeted learning model
came from medical applications where the outcome of a
treatment, drug trial, or control group (labels of an instance)
is known and the features (results of running medical tests)
are available for a price. Further, the costs of such tests can
vary with some being quite expensive.
We present new algorithms for choosing which attributes
of which examples to purchase in the budgeted learning
model. Our algorithms are based on results in the “multi-
armed bandit” model. In this model, we have n slot ma-
chines that we may play for some fixed number of rounds.
Each round, one must decide which single slot machine
to play in order to maximize total reward over all rounds.
Our first two algorithms are based on the algorithm Exp3
of Auer et al. [2] originally designed for the multi-armed
bandit problem, and our third is based on the “follow the
perturbed leader” approach of Kalai & Vempala [8]. On
the six data sets that we tested, we found that all three (es-
pecially Exp3CR and FEL) overall outperformed the cur-
rent state of the art, Randomized Single Feature Lookahead
(RSFL) [11].
Most budgeted learning algorithms focus only on select-
ing attributes to purchase and then choose uniformly at ran-
dom the example whose attribute is to be purchased. In
other words, such algorithms consider one example to be as
good as any other given the selected attribute. We present
a new method for selecting examples to purchase. This ap-
proach is based on a simple yet effective active learning al-
gorithm (where the goal is to choose fully-specified exam-
ples to be labeled): choose the example whose classification
is most uncertain in the current model. We measure uncer-
tainty based on the Kullback-Liebler divergence between an
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instance’s class probability vector and the uniform distribu-
tion, choosing the instance whose class probability vector
is closest to uniform. We found that such an instance selec-
tor overall improved performance of all algorithms that we
tested, including those from the literature.
For simplicity, we focus on a unit-cost model of bud-
geted learning, i.e. all attributes cost one monetary unit. Fu-
ture work is to generalize our algorithms to handle nonuni-
form cost models.
2. Background & Related Work
Budgeted learning is related to conventional machine
learning techniques in that one is given a set D of labeled
training data and infers a classifier (hypothesis, or model)
to label new examples. The key difference is that in bud-
geted learning, the learner starts by only knowing the labels
of the available examples and has to “buy” the attributes
(features), spending at most some fixed budget B. This is
in contrast with active learning (AL), in which one knows
the features but has to pay for labels. In the budgeted learn-
ing model, one can think of D as a table where each row
is an instance (example), each column is an attribute (with
an additional column for the class label), and all entries
in the table except for the class label are initialized with
a value of “?” for “unknown.” Buying an attribute/label
pair means purchasing a specific attribute from any single
instance with a given label. Budgeted learning falls under
a general framework of problems that represent a trade-off
between exploration versus exploitation in an online deci-
sion process [2].
One of the original applications of budgeted learning is
in the medical domain. In this application, the examples
are patients, and the (known) label of patient x is a label
y ∈ {−1,+1}, indicating whether or not x responded to
a particular treatment. The (initially unknown) attributes
of x are the results of tests performed on tissue samples
gathered from patient x, e.g. a blood test for the presence
of a particular antibody. In this case, any attribute of any
example can be determined. However, each costs time and
money, and there is a finite budget limiting the attributes
that one can buy. Further, each attribute can cost a different
amount of money, e.g. a blood test may cost less than a liver
biopsy.
A second existing application of budgeted learning is in
customer modeling [19] where a company has significant
data (attributes) on its own customers but may have the op-
tion to pay for other information on the same customers
from other companies. Other work [16] has focused on
budgeted learning with the goal of detecting irrelevant fea-
tures rather than to build a classifier. Related to budgeted
learning is the learning of “bounded active classifiers,” in
which one has fully-specified training examples with their
labels, but the final hypothesis h must pay for attributes of
new examples when predicting a label, spending at most
Bh. Such classifiers can be learned in the budgeted learn-
ing model [6, 9, 10].
Most theoretical studies of budgeted learning have con-
sidered related problems within the exploration versus ex-
ploitation framework, such as the multi-armed bandit prob-
lem (Section 2.2) and the coins problem [12] which is a spe-
cial case of budgeted learning. The coins problem is hard
even under special conditions [12], but a 4-approximation
algorithm was recently demonstrated [7].
2.1. Algorithms
One of the simplest early budgeted learning algorithms
was Biased Robin (BR) [11, 10]. BR is similar to a Round
Robin approach except that attribute i is repeatedly pur-
chased until such purchases are no longer “successful,” and
then the algorithm moves on to attribute i+1. Here, success
is measured by a feedback function, examples of which are
described below.
Another method, Single Feature Lookahead (SFL) [11]
introduces a lookahead into the state space S of all possi-
ble purchases without explicitly expanding the entire state
space. At any point in the algorithm’s execution, one has
an allocation α: a description of how many times a partic-
ular value of a particular feature has been purchased from
examples of a specified label. Given a current allocation,
SFL calculates the expected loss of performing all possi-
ble single-purchase actions (purchasing an attribute/label
pair which results in a specific attribute value) and chooses
the action that minimizes the expected loss of the result-
ing allocation. Here, the expected loss is the sum of the
probability of each possible allocation α′ resulting from a
single purchase multiplied with its loss with respect to the
naı¨ve Bayes model. Several heuristics have been consid-
ered for the loss function, including the GINI index [11]
and expected classification error [10]. In our experiments,
we found that Randomized SFL and Biased Robin per-
formed their best when using conditional entropy (as used
by Kapoor & Greiner [10]):
CE(i, y) = −
∑
k
P (ai = k)
∑
y
Pr(·) log2 (Pr(·)), (1)
where Pr(·) = P (y | ai = k) is the probability of an in-
stance having label y given that its ith attribute has a value k
as specified by the naı¨ve Bayes model. Conditional entropy
essentially measures the uncertainty of the class label given
the value of an attribute.
We compared our algorithms against a randomized ver-
sion of SFL called RSFL [10]. In RSFL, the conditional
entropy is used to define a Gibbs distribution from which
an attribute-label pair is chosen. RSFL can be characterized
as the current state of the art within budgeted learning.
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2.2. The Multi-Armed Bandit Problem
There are close connections between budgeted learning
and the so-called “multi-armed bandit problem” first stud-
ied by Robbins [14], in which a gambler repeatedly chooses
a slot machine to play, each with a different payoff. The
gambler’s goal is to maximize the total payoff over all
pulls of all machines. The key difference between budgeted
learning and the multi-armed bandit problem is that in the
latter, one tries to maximize the sum of the rewards over all
pulls, whereas with budgeted learning, one simply wants to
maximize the accuracy of the resulting learner.
In the context of solving a multi-armed bandit problem,
we apply results from Auer et al. [2]. Their most basic al-
gorithm (Exp3) maintains a weight wk (initialized to 1) for
each arm. At each trial, it plays machine k with probability
P (k) =
γ
n
+ (1− γ) wk∑n
j=1 wj
, (2)
where γ is a parameter governing the mixture between the
weight-based distribution (controlling exploitation) and the
uniform distribution (allowing for exploration). After play-
ing the chosen machine (call it k), reward r is returned,
which is used to update weight wk by multiplying it by
exp (γ r/(P (k)n)) (all other weights are unchanged).
Auer et al. proved that under appropriate conditions, the
expected total reward of Exp3 will not differ from the best
possible by more than 2.63
√
gn lnn, where g is an upper
bound on the total reward of the best sequence of choices.
3. Our Algorithms
The theoretical guarantees in the work Auer et al. give us
good motivation for using similar approaches on the bud-
geted learning problem. In particular, since Auer et al.
make no assumptions about the underlying distribution of
slot machines, we can plug in our choice of reward function
for the slot machines (say, conditional entropy) and their
bounds automatically translate into guarantees in the bud-
geted learning context. However, these bounds only apply
to the regret with respect to the best sequence of arm pulls.
It remains open whether under some conditions, we could
bound the overall error with respect to the best set of pur-
chases or overall error rate.
3.1. Exp3-Based Algorithms
Our first two algorithms are based on the multi-armed
bandit algorithm Exp3 of Auer et al. [2] described in Sec-
tion 2.2. Our first algorithm (Exp3C, for “Exp3-Column”)
treats each attribute (column) as an arm. Each column has
a weight that is initialized to 1. Each purchasing round,
Exp3C chooses a column to buy based on the weights.
Specifically, Exp3C purchases column k according to the
probability in Equation (2). After the purchase, we build a
new naı¨ve Bayes model on the training set and Exp3C gets
as a reward the classification accuracy of the naı¨ve Bayes
model evaluated on the partially specified training set.1
After choosing a column to purchase, a row must also be
selected. After choosing a column i, Exp3C selects a row
uniformly at random from all rows that do not yet have col-
umn i filled in (ultimately, we improve performance by us-
ing KL divergence to select rows; see Section 3.3). Since we
are assuming a naı¨ve Bayes model, all attributes (columns)
are conditionally independent of each other given the la-
bel. Thus, it doesn’t matter which example (row) is chosen.
This approach is common among current budgeted learning
algorithms [11].
In our second algorithm (Exp3CR, for “Exp3-Column-
Row”), we relax this assumption by defining a distribution
over the rows as well as the columns, i.e. we now have
two weight vectors instead of one. After choosing a col-
umn according to its distribution (which is done the same
way as in Exp3C), our algorithm then chooses a row ac-
cording to the row distribution. Once reinforcement is re-
ceived, both weight vectors are updated independently of
each other. Thus we replace the naı¨ve Bayes assumption
with a product distribution over the (column, row) pairs,
and the most informative examples and most informative
attributes will eventually be weighted more heavily.
3.2. Perturbed Leader
Our third algorithm is a variation of the “follow the per-
turbed leader” type algorithms due to Kalai & Vempala [8].
Though originally designed as an online expert-based al-
gorithm, it is equally applicable as an algorithm for the
multi-armed bandit problem. As with the previous two al-
gorithms, we treat each attribute as an arm. The idea is to
simply select the most informative attribute by selecting the
best attribute so far, thus “follow the leader.” At each time
step, a certain cost (or equivalently reward, as they are in-
versely related) is counted toward the attribute selected. At
time t, the accumulative cost of each attribute can be cal-
culated, and the attribute that has incurred the least cost is
chosen as the next purchase. Without randomization, an ad-
versary can easily trick such deterministic algorithms into
wrong decisions. To address this problem, a random pertur-
bation is added to the cost of each attribute before making
the decision, thus the name “follow the perturbed leader.”
Similar to the results of Auer et al. [2], it can be shown
that, under appropriate conditions, the regret of the per-
turbed leader algorithm is small relative to the best sequence
of choices. Let xi(t) be the cost of the ith attribute at time
step t. At each time step t, FPL computes the sum of all
costs of each arm, ci =
∑t−1
j=1 xi(j) and adds a perturba-
tion factor (or noise) pi generated uniformly at random from
1We tried several reward functions: GINI index, expected classifica-
tion error, and conditional entropy. Classification error on the training set
tended to work best for our algorithms.
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[0, 1 ] where  is a parameter. FPL then choses to play the
arm argmin1≤i≤n{ci + pi}.
The framework for FPL assumes that we have access to
the costs xi(t) for all arms at every time step (had they been
chosen). However, this assumption is not reasonable in the
context of budgeted learning. For this reason, our imple-
mentation is a slight variation of the standard FPL called
FEL (“follow the expected leader”) [8]. First, we assume
that xi(t) is zero if the arm was not played (the attribute
was not chosen as a purchase). Next, let #xi(t) be the
number of times attribute i was chosen up to time step t.
Now, instead of accumulated cost, we use the average of
the perturbed cost (over the trials that an attribute is actu-
ally purchased) as selection criteria. Just as with Exp3C
and Exp3CR, we measure the cost as the training error on
the partially specified training set. Again, we considered
other measures, but ultimately chose this.
3.3. Improving Algorithms via KL Divergence
Most budgeted learning algorithms (except Exp3CR) fo-
cus only on selecting columns for purchase, implicitly as-
suming that given a column, any instance (or any instance
with a given label) is equally good. Thus rows are selected
uniformly at random. However, it is not always the case
that two instances are equally informative given an attribute.
Thus, we refine these algorithms (Exp3C and FEL in addi-
tion to BR and RSFL) by defining a criterion for choosing
specific instances from which to purchase an attribute.
Intuitively, given a selected column j, we seek a row i
such that the purchase of (i, j) gives the most information
possible. Thus our algorithm chooses an instance whose
classification is least certain under the current model. That
is, we choose an example nearest to the current model’s de-
cision boundary. This technique has been very successful
in active learning [3, 15, 17]. For naı¨ve Bayes this means
choosing the instance whose posterior class probability dis-
tribution is closest to uniform over the classes. To measure
this, we use the Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence between
the instance’s posterior class probability vector P and the
uniform distribution. This is equivalent to maximizing the
entropy of the posterior: −∑ni=1 pi log2 pi. In the event of
ties, we choose a row uniformly at random among instances
that have attribute j unpurchased. In the case of RSFL, the
algorithm is making an informed choice about the label, so
we only consider the KL divergence of instances with the
appropriate label.
4. Experimental Results
In this section we present our experimental results on
several UCI data sets [5]. To compare against RSFL, we
chose only data sets that had nominal attributes or could
easily be made nominal. For the few data sets with missing
attributes, the mode was used to fill in that attribute value.
Table 1. Summary Statistics.
(a) Target Budget and (Data Utilization Ratios).
Dataset Exp3C Exp3CR FEL RSFL BR
cancer 169.0 38.0 12.0 250.0 250.0
(0.73) (0.16) (0.05) (1.08) (1.08)
colic 241.0 229.0 250.0 244.0 250.0
(1.09) (1.04) (1.13) (1.1) (1.13)
kr-vs-kp 250.0 250.0 250.0 250.0 250.0
(1.09) (1.09) (1.09) (1.09) (1.09)
mushroom 250.0 179.0 250.0 136.0 178.0
(1.08) (0.77) (1.08) (0.59) (0.77)
vote 142.0 52.0 110.0 79.0 20.0
(3.23) (1.18) (2.5) (1.8) (0.45)
zoo 114.0 195.0 118.0 128.0 155.0
(0.67) (1.15) (0.69) (0.75) (0.91)
Mean TB 194.33 157.17 165 181.17 183.83
Mean DUR 1.31 0.9 1.09 1.07 0.91
(b) Area Above the Learning Curve Below Random.
Dataset Exp3C Exp3CR FEL RSFL BR
cancer 7.45 11.53 12.14 -3.35 1.4
colic -1.21 1.35 -1.49 -10.04 -1.58
kr-vs-kp -2.84 -2.75 -3.09 -3.77 -20.06
mushroom 3.32 6.36 3.91 10.67 9.13
vote 0.91 0.01 0.27 1.45 2.87
zoo 11.61 4.17 10.06 9.98 7.58
Mean 3.21 3.45 3.63 0.82 -0.11
All algorithms were written in Java within the Weka ma-
chine learning framework [18] and used its naı¨ve Bayes as
a base learner.
We used 10-fold cross validation in our tests. In addi-
tion to our algorithms (Exp3C, Exp3CR, FEL) and those in
the literature described earlier (RSFL and BR), as a control,
we also considered a “random shopper” that uniformly at
random selects an unpurchased instance/attribute pair. For
our algorithms, we used the classification accuracy on the
partially specified training set as a reward function. For
RSFL and BR, we used conditional entropy. Again, we
tried various reward functions (GINI index, expected clas-
sification error) with each algorithm, but chose the reward
functions that worked best for each algorithm. When ap-
plicable, we ran each algorithm with uniform selection of
rows as well as with the KL divergence-based approach
of Section 3.3. For simplicity we assumed uniform costs
over all attributes. For the algorithms Exp3C and Exp3CR,
we tuned the γ parameter by taking the best overall value
from {0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25}. For Exp3C this
was γ = 0.15 and for Exp3CR this was γ = 0.20. Sim-
ilarly, for FEL we set  = 0.10.
Each algorithm (on each fold) was run up to a budget of
B = 250, after which almost all the algorithms (with the ex-
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Figure 1. Learning curves for selected data sets.
Table 2. KL Divergence Versus Random Row Selection.
The numbers indicate the area above the learning curve us-
ing KL divergence and below the learning curve using Ran-
dom Row Selection. A positive value indicates using KL
divergence outperformed Random Row Selection.
Dataset Exp3C FEL RSFL BR
cancer 4.76 0.18 23.15 4.12
colic 3.12 6.47 -1.92 -8.26
kr-vs-kp 11.38 -3.29 4.67 11.46
mushroom -4.31 0.46 -4.76 -4.55
vote 1.56 -3.68 5.50 0.56
zoo 0.75 -3.11 3.76 2.19
Mean 2.88 -0.50 5.07 0.92
ception of the kr-vs-kp data set) were able to reasonably
converge to the baseline (the mean error rate of naı¨ve Bayes
with fully-specified attributes). To evaluate the overall be-
havior of each of the algorithms, we constructed learning
curves that reflect the performance of a heuristic as more
attributes are purchased with respect to the mean error over
the ten folds. Learning curves for two of the UCI data sets
can be found in Figure 1. For greater clarity we have only
sampled every tenth data point and have omitted learning
curves for the random shopper and Biased Robin as their
performance was typically worse than RSFL. To evaluate
the results more rigorously, we provide summary statistics
(for which all data points are considered). The methodology
of these statistics is summarized in the following section.
4.1. Summary Statistics
Ultimately, the goal in budgeted learning is to reduce
the number of attributes one must purchase in order to ef-
fectively learn. Thus to summarize and compare learning
curves, we use summary statistics. For the first such statis-
tic, we define the target budget for a given data set as the
minimum budget needed by an algorithm to be competi-
tive with our random shopper. Let the target mean be the
mean of the error rates of the final 20% of the total bud-
get achieved by the random shopper. For a given algorithm
A and trial t (representing the Bayesian model after t pur-
chases), we compute the mean error rate of the last 5% of
purchases for A. Then the target budget is the smallest t for
which the target mean is achieved by A. We use a window
size of 5% to reduce the influence of outliers as the learn-
ing curves can have high variance early on. If an algorithm
fails to achieve the target mean, its target budget is simply
the entire budget B.
We also report the data utilization ratio, which is defined
as an algorithm’s target budget divided by the target budget
of the random shopper. Thus, a lower data utilization ra-
tio reflects that the algorithm was able to make more useful
purchases overall while excluding large changes in perfor-
mance as the budget is exhausted. This metric is similar
to one used in the context of active learning [1, 13, 4]. To
summarize over all data sets, we also report the mean data
utilization ratio for each heuristic.
The target budget and data utilization ratio are good mea-
sures for how fast a heuristic is able to form an effective
learning model. However, it doesn’t quantify how an al-
gorithm may performs overall. For this purpose we define
another statistic. For a given algorithm A, we measure the
area above a learning curve for A but below the learning
curve for the random shopper. As we are computing mean
error, for this statistic, a larger area indicates a better per-
formance with respect to the random shopper.
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4.2. Summary of Results
The results of the statistics outlined in the previous sub-
section can be found Tables 1(a) and 1(b). In addition, Table
2 summarizes the improvements made to each algorithm by
using KL divergence as a row selection criterion versus ran-
dom row selection as detailed in Section 3.3.
We first note that using KL divergence substantially im-
proved the performance Exp3C and RSFL, which saw an
improvement in classification error of about 1-2% on aver-
age for each round. Note that since Exp3CR defines a distri-
bution across both columns and rows, it already gives a cri-
terion for choosing a specific attribute-instance pair. Thus,
using KL divergence on Exp3CR is unnecessary.
Figure 1 shows the learning curves for the data sets
colic and kr-vs-kp. The curves for all data sets (not
shown) indicate that all algorithms tended to converge to the
baseline with the limited budget of B = 250. For cancer
and colic, our algorithms showed a substantial improve-
ment over RSFL. However, RSFL showed a generally better
performance on kr-vs-kp and mushroom, though the
difference was far less significant. The performances for
the final two data sets were more competitive.
Regarding target budget (Table 1(a)), all algorithms were
competitive over all data sets, with Exp3CR having a slight
advantage with respect to data utilization ratio. However,
according to the learning curve for the data set vote, it is a
reasonably easy set to learn on. Thus, the numbers will tend
to be a bit skewed. If we were to exclude this set, then our
algorithms show a clear advantage over RSFL and BR.
This conclusion is reinforced when we consider the ar-
eas below the learning curve of the random shopper (Table
1(b)). On average, across all the data sets, BR was no bet-
ter than our random shopper. Our algorithms were more
than three times as effective than RSFL in outperforming
the random shopper. On balance, it is reasonable to con-
clude that our algorithms performed better than the naı¨ve
BR and RSFL. This is particularly the case in the context of
smaller budgets and more “difficult” data sets.
5. Conclusions & Future Work
We presented three new algorithms for the budgeted
learning problem, each showing improvement over the state
of the art. We also presented a means to improve row (ex-
ample) selection in budgeted learning algorithms by select-
ing the row with most uncertainty in the current model.
There are several directions one can head in future work.
In particular, since there are no learning-theoretic results for
the general budgeted learning problem, an area of interest
would be deriving learning-theoretic results (e.g. PAC-style
results). Another area would include extending our algo-
rithms to the problem of budgeted learning of bounded ac-
tive classifiers (BACs) [10, 9].
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